Conjecture 1. Let α > 0 be an irrational number and β be a real number. Then there exist infinitely many primes p such that [αp + β] is also prime.
On the other hand, Deshouillers [3] proved that for almost all (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) γ > 1 there exist infinitely many primes p in the form [n γ ]. Furthermore, Balog [1] showed that for almost all γ > 1 lim sup x→∞ |{p ≤ x : both p and [p γ ] are primes}| x/(log x) 2 ≥ γ.
In this short note we shall show that Conjecture 1 holds for almost all α. Define for almost all irrational numbers α > 0.
For a set X ⊆ R, let mes(X) denote its Lebesgue measure. Without the additional mentions, the constants implied by ≪, ≫ and O(·) will be always absolute. Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that I = (c 1 , c 2 ) with 0
And if l > b, then
Lemma 2. Suppose that b 2 > b 1 > 0 and β are arbitrarily real numbers. Let ǫ > 0 be a small number and x be a sufficiently large (depending on b 1 , b 2 , β and ǫ) integer. Then there exists an exceptional set
Proof. For an irrational α ∈ (b 1 , b 2 ), let
For a square-free d, we have
If αs 2 /td ∈ I td/s for each s, t with s | d, t | s, then
Applying Lemma 1,
Finally, Let
Clearly we have mes( 
for sufficiently large (depending on b 1 , b 2 , β and ǫ) x.
Proof. Let z = x 1/8 . Define
is a subset of S(A (α), z). Furthermore, by Lemma 2, we know that there exists a set J E ⊆ (b 1 , b 2 ) with mes(J E ) = O(x −ǫ ) such that for any square-free 1
where
By Selberg's sieve method,
where ω(d) denotes the number of distinct prime divisors of d. Since 3
So it suffices to show G(z) ≫ (log z) 2 . By Theorem 7.14 in [5] , we know
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that
Clearly F = n>1 F n . So it suffices to show that mes(F n ) = 0 for every n > 1.
(The measurability of F n will be proven later.)
Assume on the contrary that there exists n > 1 such that mes(F n ) > 0. Let I = (c 1 , c 2 ) be an arbitrary sub-interval of (b 1 , b 2 ). Clearly
provided that x is sufficiently large (depending on b 1 and b 2 ). Suppose that C > 1 is the implied constant in Lemma 3. Let L I = F n ∩ I and
For any two primes p and q, clearly
is an interval or empty set. Hence
is measurable in the sense of Lebesgue measure. Let ǫ > 0 be a very small number. By Lemma 3,
provided that x is sufficiently large. Combining (4) and (5), we have
We claim that
In fact, for any m > n, if lim sup
then there exists y 0 such that for any
On the other hand, if α ∈ y x≥y L I,1/n−1/m (x), clearly we have lim sup This evidently leads to a contradiction.
